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We have mentioned above the websites which are utter scams and you don’t get a single reward after completing 

offers. Beware of such scams! The real reward point websites work by giving you a chance to earn as much points 

by completing offers 

Also known as PSN (PlayStation Network) codes, PlayStation gift cards are a virtual currency. You can buy gift 

cards from online retailers or in large stores like Best Buy, Target, and Walmart. An alternative to swiping your 

credit card is to find a way to earn cards online. 

playstation store cards a virtual currency known as psn codes or playstation network codes allow you the ability 

to download the latest video games add on dlc downloadable content full length movies tv shows subscriptions 

avatars and background themes for your ps console 

after you have entered the details an animation will appear that makes it seem like psn codes were generated under 

your account these animations can fool up to 80 of internet users as they look real 

A PSN Code is a 12 digit voucher card that are redeemable on the PlayStation Store per single PSN account. And is 

just another name for gift cards issued by Sony PlayStation. A PSN Discount Code is a 10 digit card which can only 

be applied to your shopping cart. In other words a 12 digit can be redeemed to your wallet and the 10 digit can only 

be used on PlayStation Store checkout. 

In fact, PSN Generators does not work and you should skip them altogether. Always use legitimate methods to 

receive free PSN codes such as completing surveys online or take advantage of Sony’s reward program and 
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exchange them for PSN codes. Alternatively, you can get PSN codes cheaper by using discount codes by 

manipulating search engines via specific operators also known as Google Dorks. 

when you join sony rewards you have the opportunity to earn points that you can then use in their store sony lists 

the many ways that you can earn points on their website using a sony visa credit card or a playstation visa credit 

card earns you points just by applying for one of those credit cards you instantly gain 5 000 points purchases that 

qualify for points include not only the sony store but restaurant visits mobile phone bills entertainment and more 

 


